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Planning has been underway since the Spring for our Association’s annual industry conference
that will take place on November 16th and I would like to take this opportunity to provide you with a
preview of some of the featured sessions and speakers that will be participating in ‘The Innovation
Game - Adopting RegTech in a Digital Age’. The use of AI within the financial services industry
continues to accelerate at an unabated pace so we’ve ramped up our coverage of this trend by
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developing three very unique sessions that will focus on strategies for greater success, and
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soundness
in the deployment of AI into the business and at the same time balancing this with what Translate
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firms firms may be able to anticipate in the next year with planned revisions from OSFI to Model
Risk Management, guideline E-23. Our opening keynote will feature Ms. Natalia Bailey, Policy
Advisor from the Institute of International Finance (IIF), who will share the insights and lessons
learned from their research and survey findings with global financial institutions and supervisors on
what constitutes a strong operational structure set of practices. Our newest Board member Matt
Fowler will then moderate a lively session with international participants that will dive deep into
what approaches have proven to be successful in advancing AI adoption in a sound manner.
We are extremely grateful to have Jamey Hubbs, Assistant Superintendent with OSFI’s deposittaking sector, joining us over the lunch hour to deliver a keynote address. Over the course of the
day, we will cover key regulatory topics such as ESG disclosure and the complexity of moving
towards global ESG standards, The burgeoning world of virtual assets and sessions focusing on
data governance and data protection.
For full details on the conference and to secure your complimentary ticket - for members of the
CRTA & at a nominal charge for non-member organizations, please visit our
site https://www.canadianregtech.ca/annual-event.html.
Our 2nd event that I would like to touch upon is the Inaugural Canadian RegTech Awards which
are being co-presented by EY Canada and these are taking place on November 15th. This event
will be a celebration of innovation that has been exhibited by firms and individuals across a wide
spectrum of categories. The deadline for Nominations is quickly approaching on October 8th with a
small window into early next week to allow for last minute entries.
Whether you are a user or a provider of RegTech solutions - we would really like to hear from you
in the form of a Nomination for the ‘Best’ across any of our 20 categories! - Full details for
Nominations and a preview of our outstanding judging panel from across industry are all found
here > https://www.canadianregtechawards.ca
Thank you for your support of the CRTA and we hope to see you at both of our upcoming events,
Sincerely,
Paul Childerhose
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We will be launching our RegTech Directory soon!
Details will be sent to member firms this month.
Non-member firms who would like to be included should get in touch by
contacting info@canadianregtech.ca
The CRTA developed the Directory in partnership with member firm
Skymantle Technologies
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Fairly.AI is a trusted provider of AI governance, risk and compliance technology. development,

validation and audit processes across the three lines of defense for financial services at scale. For
SMEs and startups outside of financial services, Fairly's Model Risk Management as a Service
provides quality assurance partnership to help guide firms through the governance, risk and
compliance processes for safer and faster models to market. Learn more from Fion Lee-Madan, Cofounder and COO.
Fion will also be speaking at the CRTA Annual Event - The Innovation Game Adopting RegTech in a
Digital Age on November 16. Be sure to register!
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Don’t miss our annual event: THE INNOVATION GAME on Tuesday November 16, 2021. 8:30am-5pm.
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will look deeper into how organizations can use emerging technologies to effectively
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implement Regtech solutions to support digital transformation. We take a top-down approach, beginning
the day with a global view from Natalia Bailey from the Institute of International Finance (IIF) and
narrowing down to key regulatory topics that are complex and challenging to implement such as AI
Governance, ESG Disclosure, data governance and the cloud, the burgeoning virtual asset sector
and more!
2nd keynote address: Jamey Hubbs, Assistant Superintendent, OSFI at 12:15pm.
Speakers from: Autorité des marchés financiers (AMF) , BMO Financial Group, Datactics, Fairly
AI,Investors Group, Standards Council of Canada, Microsoft, TD Securities, TMX and more! See our full
speaker line-up here.
Join us and earn CE Credits. Register here.
Back to the Top
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The Canadian Regulatory Technology Association in partnership with Ernst and Young and sponsorship
by AWS will be hosting their first annual Canadian RegTech Awards on November 15, 2021. The awards
are designed to recognize significant achievement and innovation in the advancement of Regulatory
Technology solutions to meet and improve regulatory compliance and oversight. With awards covering 20
categories across the RegTech ecosystem, there are plenty of opportunity to nominate your company,
product or your favourite solution partner! Nominations are open until October 8, 2021. Full details,
categories and nomination process here
We have an amazing judging panel including senior leaders across Canada: Kevin Tuer from
Communitech, Layial El-Hadi, Fintech Cadence, Deborah Young, The Australian RegTech Association,
Denise Weeres, Alberta Securities Exchange, Aliana Ashton, RBC, Dr Tom Corr, AI Partnership Corp, Raj
Viswanathan, Scotiabank, Terrie O’Leary, Toronto Global, Randy Osei, Athletic Tech Group, Abhilash
Bhachech, Senior Advisor, Andrea Nalyzyty, CIBC and Donna Bales, CRTA

AWARD NOMINATIONS EXTENDED TO OCTOBER 15
"We've had a number of inquiries coming in this week from members of the CRTA and supporters
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of the broad RegTech ecosystem to convey that they would appreciate having a little more time to
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formulate their Nominations with an extension beyond October 8th. We've looked at our
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program timelines and there is some flexibility to extend the Nomination period to October
15th without impacting the next phase which will be the review of Nominations by our esteemed
Judging Panel. In deciding to extend the window of opportunity to October 15th we are pleased to
provide all of you, our loyal readers of RegTech Exclusive, the chance to participate if you have
not yet - in supporting innovation in RegTech"
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The CRTA is proud to be a sponsor of the Virtual Conference & Expo from Big data and AI
Toronto. Since 2016 Big Data and AI Toronto has been providing a unique platform for IT decisionmakers and data innovators to explore and discuss insights, showcase the latest innovative projects, and
connect with other data and analytics professionals.
Free passes to the Expo. Conference passes at 30% off to CRTA members (discount code BDAIT21CRTA30). Both are available at https://www.bigdata-toronto.com.
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The CRTA is pleased to feature events from RegTech
Associates in the UK., experts-led webinars and roundtables
on financial crime and regulatory change management.
Coming up in November:
11th November: AML - Talking typologies and the
role of artificial intelligence webinar
16th November: Rethinking financial crime risk
management roundtable
Roundtables are held in collaboration with the City of
London Corporation, with leading technology
vendors joining us as partners for all these events.
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To see more events, event agendas, guest speakers and how
Translate
to register, go to the Events page.
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NEW EPISODE!
PIVOTING IN A DIGITAL AGE
Hear how Ted Hershey, Senior Vice President,
Solution Services at DFIN Andrew ObeePresident, Ficanex Technology Inc re-invented
their businesses in a Digital Age, as they sit down
with host Myron Mallia -Dare to discuss
See all current podcasts at RegTech Round Up
Also available at your favorite podcast providers
including Spotify and Apple podcasts.
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See what CRTA members have been up to recently:
Scotiabank and Google Cloud have entered into a strategic partnership to accelerate the
Bank's global data and analytics strategy;
MinervaAI has been named a "CIXTop 20 early" company. CIX is an annual curation
program and conference which showcases Canada's most promising early and growth
stage startups;
Nice-Actimize has been named "Technology Vendor of the Year" at the Asia Risk Awards
2021
Quantexa has been named "AML/Fraud Solution Provider of the Year" at the Asia RIsk
Awards 2021
Fairly.AI is a finalist in the UBS Future of Finance Challenge 2021
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It's difficult for any small or medium sized
financial institution to keep pace with regulatoryTranslate
changes. Sometimes it's like a game that goes
faster and faster - see for yourself with
the RegTech game CRTA member CUBE has
created.
CUBE has a new platform - RegAssure - that
provides these firms with instant access to
relevant regulation and closes the gap for
RegTech without lengthy or complicated
implementations, while assuring coverage.
Learn more about RegAssure here

CTRA member Flinks announces its next-gen
data analytics tool, Flinks Enrichment.
Enrichment powers businesses with actionable
insights regardless of data sources or open
banking provider, whether it’s coming from Flinks
or external data from any other data providers.
Learn more about Enrichment here

CRTA is proud to have such innovative firms in the community. If you are a CRTA member
and would like to share am event in the news, a new technology or thought leadership in the
RegTech Exclusive, contact us here!
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NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS IMPACTING THE CANADIAN REGTECH ECOSYSTEM

In his inaugural speaking engagement, at the Global Risk Institute’s virtual summit, Superintendent at
OSFI Peter Routledge shares OSFI’s perspective on climate change and their approach to digitalization.
Mr. Rutledge's speech touches on the challenge of public disclosures for climate change and provides a
sense of their current position on oversight and management:
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“Our current position on climate-related financial disclosure has been to follow developments with the
domestic securities regulators and internationally with the IASB, the IFRS and IOSCO. A convergence of
clear and comparable disclosures has not yet arrived”
The speech also outlines 4 digitalization issues that OSFI is grappling with: 1) New business models 2)
Third party risk 3) Cyber Risk 4) crypto-currency.
Many of these topics will be addressed at the CRTA’s annual event, The Innovation Game, including
remarks from Jamey Hubbs, Assistant Superintendent, Deposit-taking institutions.
Save the date and be sure to register!
Tuesday November 16, 2021. 8:30am-5pm.

DIGITAL INNOVATION
Regulating Big Techs - BIS Perspective
Progress in Retail CBDCs Development - BIS

FINANCIAL CRIME

ESMA calls for machine readable credit ratings

Rise in OCSE prompts new FINCEN guidelines
UK and UAE partner on terrorism financing
HK releases new AML regulations

ESG
SASB releases updated digital reporting
taxonomy for ESG data
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If you were forwarded this newsletter, and wish to directly receive The RegTech Exclusive
monthly, SUBSCRIBE here. Cancel anytime.

Have questions or suggestions on The RegTech Exclusive ? Click here to contact us

"Actively lead proactive, progressive dialogue amongst industry,
innovators, and policy makers...."

Copyright © 2021 CANADIAN REGTECH ASSOCIATION, All rights reserved.
Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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